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Schmidt, Erich F.—Flight over  Ancient   Cities   of   Iran.
16"xll^",   pp, xxii + 104,    maps    and    illus.     Oriental
Institute, University of Chicago, Chicago, 1940.        [1605
"This is a dramatic  example of archaeological discovery with the
aid of air photography	The archaeologist and  the historian will
delight in the details so clearly shown in the pictures themselves and
further elucidated in the text and means of supplementary maps,
transparencies, and line drawn on some of the views themselves to
emphasize particular features. The text is a pleasant blending of
archaeology with informal accounts of flights and journeys ".
GR. XXXltp.339>
Sen, Sukumar—Old Persian Inscriptions of the Achaemenian
Emperors, pp. 288. University of Calcutta, 1941. [1606
"The countries of Iran, Irak and Asia Minor are fertile fields for
recovering connecting links in the most important culture-complex
staged in human history conveniently expressed in one Vedic word as
Daivasuram, the conflict between the Aryan and the Asura. The dis-
covery of Mohenjo Daro and Harappa cultures within the boundaries
marked by the Sindhu casts on the Indian historians a new responsibi-
lity to view things comprehensively and acquaint themselves with the
sources of the history of their western neighbours'1.
V. S. Agrawala, JUPHS. XIV, p. 131*
" Those interested in the history of ancient Persia will find here
the Achaemenian monarchs speaking to them directly in a Iranian
culture will experience a pleasant surprise to find in the Daiva
inscription (discovere'd in 1935) a striking corroboration of the daring
theory launched by Prof. Benveniste that inspite of Zarathustra and
his royal converts the religion of the Iranian people remained
essentially Daivic. But Dr. Sen has planned his book specially for
our students interested in philology. With this end in view he has
given a Sanskrit Cfoya—even at the risk of coining new forms at
every step—to every Old Persian text Over and above this, every
Old Persian word has been philologically analysed in the copious
notes added to every inscription ".
Batdkrishna Ghosh, 1C. VII, pp. 498-499.
Trever, (Mrs.) 0.—Gopatshah:   Shepherd   King.    (Russian
text).   TOSHM, II, pp. 71-86.	[1607
~" A comment on the find of the archaic drawing of the u manbull"
scratched on a piece of pottery, found in the upper pre-Achemenian
or lower Achemenian layer in Tali Barzu, Only the upper part of
the image is preserved, sufficient, however, to see that the creature
was wingless and had no tiara, which usually adorns such images?
they are well kpown to every student from tjie Assyrian, Babylonian?

